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Author’s response to reviews:

Editor Comments
1. Corresponding author.
The corresponding author has been updated to be consistent on the online system and in the manuscript.

2. Broken Links.
Two links have been made live and citations removed, Method Section, Page 7, line 168 and Results Section, page 9, line 230. The third citation has been removed and reference updated, Methods Section, page 9, line 207.

3. Table 1. Collaborative Assessment Scale.
In response to the comment we have removed Table 1 from the manuscript and included the citation only (Methods Section, Page 9, line 214) and linked the resource in the references section (References Section, Page 20, line 478).

4. Consent to participate.
The information has been updated. Declarations Section, Page 16, line 388. Under Article 2.5 of the
Tri Council Policy Statement of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research Natural Sciences, Engineering Research Council of Canada Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, Quality Improvement activities are not subject to institutional review.

5. Funding.
This information has been updated. Declarations Section, Page 17, line 395. Dr. Rolando Barrios, Senior Medical Director at VCH and Assistant Director at the BC-CfE provided guidance throughout the design and development of the manuscript and input and feedback on the manuscript drafts.

6. Revision letter.
This file has been removed.

7. Clean manuscript.
The clean manuscript has been uploaded.